Precision Engineered for Performance
The GT 500 development program was initiated with the goal of producing the best performing Quicksilver ever. Our aim was to design an
aircraft that would transcend the category of ultralight and provide general aviation with the entry level aircraft it so needs. We achieved that
goal. Utilizing CAD/CAM design and engineering techniques for which our engineers have won awards, and the most extensive R & D
testing in the industry, we designed for more speed, better aerodynamics, and a greater range. The GT 500 can climb from 0 to 10,000 feet in
just 8.5 minutes*, and can cover 100 miles in about 70 minutes. When you add the superb handling characteristics that have been the
Quicksilver hallmark, you have an aircraft that delivers pleasure as well as performance.

FAA Type Certificated Design

The GT 500 is the first aircraft in its class to receive FAA Type Certification in the Primary
Aircraft Sport Plane category. Quicksilver is the only U.S. ultralight manufacturer that builds
aircraft to these high standards. The GT 500 is certified to many international airworthiness
standards and is recognized worldwide as a light plane industry leader. The quality construction
and thorough engineering ensures a long and low maintenance aircraft life.

An Ideal Trainer

The GT 500 is remarkably docile and easy to fly. The dual three-axis controls are responsive
without sacrificing low speed stability. The adjustable trim and flaps allow for positive slow flight
and gentle stalls at about 30 mph. The GT 500 cruises from 55 to 80 mph, with a top speed of
about 90 mph.** Only 140 feet are required for the take-off roll.*** A generous useful load
capacity ( see specifications ) can easily accommodate two people and some extra gear.
*Solo pilot, standard day, climb prop **Top speed with doors ***2 average people, standard day.
Aircraft shown may contain additional options.

A Serious Aircraft... For People Who Demand The Best
Quicksilver aircraft do serious work in every part of the world. They are used for aerial survey, GIS mapping, photography, environmental
monitoring, law enforcement, pollution control, advertising, and political promotion. Agricultural applications include crop dusting cotton in
Peru and Pakistan, rice in Panama and Thailand, corn in Mexico, and bananas in Ecuador. They are widely used for cattle spotting and
irrigation or fence inspection. In fact, Quicksilvers can be used for just about any job that conventional light aircraft are used for, but more
cost effectively. With the available options, you can easily customize your GT 500 to suit an almost endless variety of applications.
Quicksilver aircraft are excellent for scientific use. Their ability to access remote areas, and their low operating cost make them especially
attractive to research agencies. Such a program is the NASA funded environmental research program at Oregon State University. When they
needed a data collection source to supplement existing information sources, they chose the GT 500. The versatility, reliability, ease of
operation, and stable low speed flight characteristics made it the perfect choice.
From agricultural and environmental service, to pilot training and law enforcement, to pure recreation, the GT 500 performs for those who
demand the best.

The GT 500 Starts Performing as Soon as It’s Out of the Box

We engineered performance into the GT 500’s assembly so that you can spend your free time flying instead of building. Even though it is
Quicksilver’s most sophisticated aircraft, it takes only about 160 to 190 hours for a first time builder to assemble. There is no need for
welding, gluing, fiberglass lay-up, or parts fabrication. You can easily do the whole job with ordinary hand tools. Everything you need to get
into the air is in the kit. The easy-to-read assembly instructions and clear computer-generated, exploded-view diagrams make building your
aircraft a simple and enjoyable experience.

